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THE FEDERAL JUDGESHIP ACT OF 2013 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON BANKRUPTCY AND THE COURTS, 

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 
Washington, DC. 

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m., in 
Room SD–226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Christopher 
A. Coons, Chairman of the Subcommittee, presiding. 

Present: Senators Coons, Sessions, and Grassley. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHRISTOPHER A. COONS, A 
U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF DELAWARE 

Chairman COONS. Good morning. Please come to order. Welcome 
to this hearing of the Judiciary Committee’s Subcommittee on 
Bankruptcy and the Courts. 

America’s federal courts serve as a model for courts and judicial 
systems around the world. For a variety of reasons, our federal ju-
diciary is, in my view—and I suspect some of the panel might 
agree—without equal. Presidential appointments and lifetime ten-
ure insulate judges from political influence. Senate advice and con-
sent helps guarantee judicial competence and is itself strengthened 
by the work of key institutional players such as the American Bar 
Association, which publishes nonpartisan opinions as to nominees’ 
qualifications. And, fortunately, a federal judicial appointment car-
ries with it sufficient prestige to lure away many talented nomi-
nees who might otherwise earn more in the private sector or in 
academic work. It is overall because of the quality of our judiciary 
that John Adams’ vision that the United States be a Government 
of laws and not men still holds true today. 

It is the role of the judiciary to determine each case according to 
the law, not according to popularity, political influence, money, or 
the whims of the public. It is the federal judiciary that protects the 
least of us against the abuse of our civil rights and liberties, 
whether by the Government or another private party. We must not, 
however, take our federal judiciary for granted. 

As Chief Justice Roberts noted in his 2010 Year-End Report on 
the Judiciary, ‘‘The judiciary depends not only on funding, but on 
its judges, to carry out its mission.’’ Unfilled vacancies have led 
judges in many districts to be, and I continue a quote, ‘‘burdened 
with extraordinary caseloads.’’ 

So, too, does insufficient statutory authorization for judgeships 
burden our courts. Judges on the Eastern District of California, 
which has long been recognized as one of the most overburdened 
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in the Nation, would still face over 1,000 weighted case filings per 
judge even if the vacancy on that court were filled immediately. In 
my own home in the District of Delaware, judges faced weighted 
filings of over 1,500 per judge, and there are no vacancies left to 
fill on that court. 

As a point of reference, the Judicial Conference generally be-
lieves additional judicial resources are necessary when weighted fil-
ings approach 500 per judgeship. 

Senior judges eligible for their pension, but willing to forgo po-
tentially lucrative outside employment opportunities or more time 
with their families, continue to hear cases and are vital in filling 
the current gaps. But senior judges are, in effect, providing charity 
to our Government out of their commitment to public service and 
their colleagues and cannot be the foundation of a responsible long- 
term judicial staffing model. 

Overburdened judges almost by definition cannot provide the 
level of time and care and reflection they would like to for each 
case before them, especially in a time of stagnant compensation 
and high caseloads. That in combination reduces the esprit de 
corps of the judiciary and makes it marginally more difficult to at-
tract the best and brightest to serve. 

Congress has not comprehensively addressed judicial staffing lev-
els since 1990, 23 years ago. Over that time, caseloads have risen 
nearly 40 percent, yet authorized judicial staffing levels by roughly 
4 percent. Put another way, trial court weighted filings per judge-
ship have risen from 386 in 1991 to roughly 520 today. 

Those national figures mask the dire circumstances faced by the 
most burdened district, such as the Eastern District of Texas and 
the District of Delaware and the Eastern District of California. 
That is why Senator Leahy and I have introduced the Federal 
Judgeship Act of 2013. This is based on the recommendations of 
the nonpartisan Judicial Conference of the United States, led by 
Chief Justice John Roberts. It would create six new judgeships in 
two courts of appeals and 85 new judgeships in 29 district courts, 
for 91 judgeships overall. 

This bill would provide much needed relief to our overburdened 
courts, ensuring they are better prepared to administer justice 
quickly and efficiently. Increasing the number of judgeships will 
help cases move, will reduce uncertainty that prevents businesses 
from creating jobs, and permit every American who has been 
wronged their day in court on a reasonable timeline. 

I look forward to the testimony today of our eminently qualified 
panel, which will shed greater light on what the judiciary’s need 
for additional resources is and what it would do if forced to go 
without. 

So I would like now to turn to Senator Sessions for his opening 
statement. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JEFF SESSIONS, A U.S. 
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF ALABAMA 

Senator SESSIONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership 
and for your contribution to the Senate. Nobody works harder and 
thinks more seriously about the many issues we face. And I know 
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you have been wrestling with the Syria question this past week 
also, as all of us have. 

Certainly there appears to be a need for new judgeships in cer-
tain areas of our country, but we have to recognize we are in a 
tight financial situation. We simply do not have the money to do 
everything that may even be good. But I do have some questions 
about where we are and the justifications for 91 new federal 
judges, each one costing approximately $1.1 million. We do not 
have the money to add 91 federal judges, and we are not going to 
add 91 federal judges. That is just not going to happen. And I hope 
you know that, and you have to understand that. It is okay to ask, 
you know, for what you would like to have, and all of us could, but 
it is just not going to happen. 

About a month ago, this Subcommittee heard testimony about 
the impact of sequestration on the courts. Judge Gibbons testified 
that the judiciary has reduced courthouse staffing levels in some 
areas, such as probation and pre-trial services. Some federal de-
fender programs have been downsized and face some pretty tough 
cuts, and we have heard from them. 

While both House and Senate Appropriations Committees re-
ported bills that would increase appropriations to the judiciary, it 
is unlikely there will be any resolution of appropriations this cal-
endar year. Given the probability that flat funding will continue, 
we have to ask, ‘‘Can we add a lot of new federal judges? ’’ 

Beyond costs, there are other aspects that I think we need to 
think about. There are 50 vacant judgeships with no nominee. As 
of today, 37 of the existing judicial vacancies are designated as pre-
senting judicial emergencies; 26 of those are in circuits and dis-
tricts where the bill would create new judgeships. Perhaps we 
should reassess the need for judgeships after those seats are filled. 

Moreover, I still have concerns about the methodology used by 
the Judicial Conference to calculate the need for judgeships. GAO, 
who we ask to do tough work for us, reported on these concerns in 
2003, noting that the methodology used by the Judicial Conference 
does not accurately portray the actual amount of time judges spend 
on cases. In its report, GAO made a number of recommendations 
to the Judicial Conference. None of those recommendations have 
been implemented. 

GAO has not updated that report in the decade since its original 
publication, but much has changed since 2003. There have been a 
number of technological advancements since that time that have 
resulted in efficiencies elsewhere in the judiciary, such as automa-
tion and videoconferencing. We are also using a lot more mediation. 
I have requested GAO to undertake a review of the process and 
methodologies used by the Judicial Conference and the Administra-
tive Office of Courts when developing a request for additional 
judgeships. 

It is important to understand the process the judiciary uses to 
develop its judgeship recommendations, especially during this time 
of fiscal restraint. 

So, Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer two statements for the 
record—one from Judge Joel Dubina, who I believe just recently 
stepped aside, or he may be still the chief judge of the Eleventh 
Circuit Court of Appeals. The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals 
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has the highest caseload per judge in the country, and they are not 
asking for new judges. And Judge Dubina lays out, as his prede-
cessor Judge Tjoflat did before this Committee on more than one 
occasion the advantages of a more collegial and smaller court, and 
he warns against ever expanding the size of the appellate courts 
in America. I will offer, Mr. Chairman, his testimony in 2009 con-
cerning this issue. 

We just simply have to understand where we are, what we can 
do, how much efficiency the courts have achieved—and they have 
achieved some. We have a considerable number of senior judges 
that are carrying heavy caseloads for which we are most grateful, 
probably more than we had in 1991 for sure. And we have better 
clerk situations. Many staff attorneys are in the courthouses that 
do the prisoner appeals and other specialty cases such as Social Se-
curity. And so there are a lot of things the court has done well and 
should put us in a position to not be forced to add quite this many 
new judges. 

You mentioned Delaware. I see their caseload is one of the high-
est in the district in the Nation, and they are handling a surge of 
patent cases. Well, that sounds to me a real justification for us 
looking to add a judge or more to that district because those are 
the kind of things that Congress should respond to. We have the 
greatest judiciary in the world. I am so proud of it. Judges are 
working hard every day. It is not a retirement job anymore, if any-
body ever thought it was. 

We thank you all for your good service. 
Chairman COONS. Thank you very much, Senator Sessions, and 

thank you for the recognition that the District of Delaware is in 
some ways uniquely challenged. I appreciate that input. 

Before we begin with witness testimony, I would like to ask all 
witnesses to stand while I administer the oath, which is the custom 
of this Committee. Please raise your right hands, if you would. Do 
you solemnly swear that the testimony you are about to give to this 
Committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth, so help you God? 

Judge TYMKOVICH. I do. 
Judge ROBINSON. I do. 
Mr. SEKULOW. I do. 
Mr. REED. I do. 
Chairman COONS. Thank you. Let the record show the witnesses 

have answered in the affirmative. And also without objection, sub-
mit for the record both the statement and testimony referenced by 
Senator Sessions. 

[The information referred to appears as a submission for the 
record.] 

Chairman COONS. I would also like to enter into the record a 
statement from Senator Leahy, Chairman of the Judiciary Com-
mittee, on the Federal Judgeship Act of 2013. Without objection. 

[The prepared statement of Chairman Leahy appears as a sub-
mission for the record.] 

Chairman COONS. Our first witness today is Judge Timothy 
Tymkovich. Judge Tymkovich is a judge for the Denver-based 
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals where he has served since 2003. 
Judge Tymkovich also serves as Chair of the Judicial Conference’s 
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Committee on Judicial Resources, which is tasked with overseeing 
the Conference’s biannual Article III judgeship recommendations, 
which in many ways are the very foundation and focus of our hear-
ing today and the basis of the bill which I referenced in my opening 
statement. 

Judge Tymkovich, welcome. Please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE TIMOTHY M. TYMKOVICH, 
U.S. CIRCUIT JUDGE, TENTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS, 
AND CHAIR, STANDING COMMITTEE ON JUDICIAL RE-
SOURCES, JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE U.S., DENVER, 
COLORADO 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Thank you, Chairman Coons, Ranking Mem-
ber Sessions, and Senator Grassley. We appreciate the invitation to 
appear before the Subcommittee today. 

As Senator Coons mentioned, I am a circuit judge for the 10th 
Circuit Court of Appeals located in Denver, Colorado, and I am 
Chair of the Judicial Resources Committee of the Judicial Con-
ference, the committee that is responsible for developing our judge-
ship recommendations to Congress. 

I am here today to provide information about the judgeship needs 
of the federal courts and the process by which the Judicial Con-
ference determines those needs. 

As Senator Coons mentioned, it has been over 20 years since 
Congress has passed comprehensive judgeship legislation. Since 
that time, filings in the district courts have risen 39 percent, while 
filings in the circuit courts are up over 34 percent. Yet the federal 
judiciary has seen only a 4-percent increase in judgeships at the 
district court level, and no circuit judges have been added since 
1990. 

To ensure that the judiciary can keep on fulfilling its constitu-
tionally mandated role of effectively and expeditiously admin-
istering justice, the judicial work force needs to be increased. And 
to that end, I would like to thank Senator Coons and Senator 
Leahy for introducing Senate bill 1385, the Federal Judgeship Act 
of 2013. 

The Judicial Conference of the United States supports S. 1385, 
which reflects the Conference’s Article III judgeship recommenda-
tions transmitted to Congress earlier this year. Specifically, the 
Conference recommended that Congress do the following: create 
five permanent judgeships and one temporary judgeship for the cir-
cuit courts; create 65 permanent and 20 temporary judgeships for 
the district courts; and convert eight current temporary district 
court judgeships to permanent status. These recommendations re-
flect the current judgeship needs of the federal courts, some of 
which have existed since the last judgeship bill passed in 1990. 

The lack of additional judgeships, combined with significant 
growth in the caseload, has created enormous difficulties for many 
courts across the Nation, but it has reached urgent levels in at 
least five districts. Senator Coons mentioned the District of Dela-
ware, and we will hear more about that district this morning from 
Judge Robinson. 

The Eastern District of California, the Eastern District of Texas, 
the Western District of Texas, and the District of Arizona are all 
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suffering under crushing caseloads. Each of those courts has over 
700 weighted case filings per judgeship over the last 3-year period 
while compared to our standard of 430 weighted cases. 

As an example, the Eastern District of California has been deal-
ing with these high caseloads for several years, and despite the use 
of magistrate and senior judges, with the assistance of over 80 vis-
iting judges from courts throughout the circuit, parties seeking civil 
jury trials in that district must wait an average of about 4 years 
for their trials to begin, almost 2 years longer than the national av-
erage. 

Judge Robinson will talk about Delaware, but the increase in 
patent filings that Senator Sessions mentioned has really created 
an enormous burden on that court, with over 1,100 weighted filings 
per judgeship, the most in the country currently. 

The districts of Arizona and Texas, of course, have experienced 
high caseloads because of their border status and the number of 
immigration cases that they face. 

These facts are not meant to diminish the needs of the other 
courts in the Conference’s recommendation. They just highlight the 
need across the Nation. 

Indeed, the circumstances in those courts are not that much dif-
ferent. Unless their needs are addressed, courts throughout the 
country will be dealing with critical situations. 

That is not to say the Conference recommends or wishes an in-
definite growth in judgeships. It recognizes that growth in the judi-
ciary must be carefully limited to the number of new judgeships 
that are necessary to exercise federal court jurisdiction. Moreover, 
the Conference is mindful of the economic realities that Congress 
faces. As such, we acknowledge that all these judgeships may not 
be created in a single legislative vehicle and that some 
prioritization may have to occur. 

Briefly, as I mentioned in my written testimony, the Conference’s 
recommendations are the result of a six-step biennial survey con-
ducted at the district and circuit level. I detail that process in my 
written statement, and I will only highlight that the process re-
quires a comprehensive interaction with the requesting courts, my 
committee, and the Judicial Conference of the United States. 

I want to emphasize that any court that does not request an ad-
ditional judgeship will get one, and the Conference does not con-
sider recommending an additional judgeship if the court does not 
ask for one. 

In sum, the Conference process is a conservative one with each 
step reviewing whether an additional judgeship is truly necessary. 
We have tools to accomplish this. We ask for temporary judgeships 
rather than permanent judgeships. We analyze the use of senior 
judges, visiting judges, and magistrate judges throughout the sys-
tem. We look at alternate dispute resolution, mediation, and the 
use of staff counsel. Through all these tools, we tailor a conserv-
ative approach to our requests to Congress and before this Com-
mittee. Without these additional resources, the federal courts 
across the country will begin to struggle to fulfill their constitu-
tionally mandated role. 
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Thank you for scheduling this hearing so that I may address 
these issues, and I look forward to answering your questions that 
follow. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Judge Tymkovich appears as a sub-

mission for the record.] 
Chairman COONS. Thank you very much, Your Honor. 
Our next witness is Judge Sue Robinson. Judge Robinson cur-

rently sits on the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware. 
Judge Robinson was nominated by President Bush on October 1, 
1991, and confirmed just over 1 month later—a model for prompt 
consideration by this body that I might suggest we should try hard-
er to follow today. Having taken office in 1991, Judge Robinson was 
confirmed shortly following the last comprehensive judgeship bill 
and can speak to the circumstances since then and the rising case-
loads and their impact. 

Just as a personal aside, Judge Robinson sits in the seat for-
merly held by Judge Jane Roth, for whom I clerked on the Third 
Circuit, and a treasured mentor. 

Judge Robinson, it is an honor to have you here today. 
Please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE SUE L. ROBINSON, U.S. DIS-
TRICT JUDGE, DISTRICT OF DELAWARE, WILMINGTON, 
DELAWARE 

Judge ROBINSON. Thank you very much. Good morning, Senator 
Coons, Ranking Member Senator Sessions, and Senator Grassley. 
On behalf of the United States District Court for the District of 
Delaware, I thank you for the opportunity to appear before the 
Committee today to share with you some information about the 
court in relation to the Federal Judgeship Act of 2013. And because 
my time is limited, I will skip my wonderful story about Judge 
Roth and move on, so hopefully you will read the statement. 

Let me step back. The District of Delaware has had four judges 
since 1985, although we had a vacancy for almost 4 years from 
2006 to 2010. In the year 1991, when I first came on the bench, 
37 patent cases were filed in the District of Delaware, about nine 
cases per judge. At that time, even nine patent cases was not an 
insignificant number of cases per judge. With the exception of 1 
year, since the year 2000, the District of Delaware has been among 
the top five districts in the country in terms of the raw numbers 
of patent cases filed and has had more patent cases per judgeship 
than any other district. As of August 31, 2013, there have been 
1,394 patent cases filed in the District of Delaware so far in Fiscal 
Year 2013. The patent filings per authorized judgeship using com-
pleted Fiscal Year 2012 was 202 patent filings per judge. You can 
see how that number compares to other high-volume courts in the 
graphs that accompanied my statement. 

In terms of the statistic that the Judicial Conference of the 
United States uses to justify the authorization, the current na-
tional standard of weighted filings per judgeship is 500 cases. The 
District of Delaware has 1,812 weighted filings per judgeship, ex-
ceeding the national standard by several times. 
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But it is more than the sheer number of cases that makes our 
need for the fifth judgeship such a compelling one. Whether you 
characterize the magnitude of the case load pre-AIA or post-AIA, 
the complexity of the mechanics to resolve these cases is the same. 
In other words, whether you have ten defendants in one case or ten 
cases each with a single defendant, the process starts with motions 
to dismiss. It goes on to a discovery practice, which is the part of 
the process, I believe, subject to the most abuse by the bar, and 
would benefit most from the supervision of the court. 

When the parties have completed discovery, the next steps in a 
patent case typically include claim construction, a requirement un-
like any found in other civil cases in the submission of summary 
judgment motions. 

If there are issues left to be tried at the conclusion of this motion 
practice, you as a judge have to decide motions in limine and con-
duct the bench or jury trial with the evidentiary disputes that in-
evitably arise during trial. 

Your final responsibility is to review the dispute yet again post- 
trial. And just when you think you have fulfilled your responsibil-
ities as a trial judge, the case is appealed to the Federal Circuit, 
which may remand the case back for further proceedings. 

And in Delaware, the judges go through this process continually, 
always with the overlay of technology inherent in patent litigation, 
whether you are dealing with chemical patents or software patents. 
Clearly, the mechanics of a patent case are complex and burden-
some, and the court’s resources to manage the case will never equal 
the resources of the parties to litigate the case. 

In just one of my patent cases tried in this Fiscal Year with a 
single plaintiff, a single defendant, and ten patents at issue, the 
parties filed 13 dispositive motions accompanied by 782 pages of 
briefing, with over 8,500 pages of appendices, 8 boxes of trial exhib-
its, and with at least 46 lawyers involved in the litigation. And, of 
course, besides the patent litigation, we also have our criminal 
caseload and our other civil docket that we need to follow. 

So for judges like me who have been on the bench for decades, 
I cannot really quantify for you the workload associated with the 
caseload, except that I have two law clerks versus the 46 lawyers 
in a typical patent case. 

I take my responsibilities as a trial judge seriously, as do my col-
leagues. We have taken an oath to give every party in our court 
due process, regardless of who the party is, and ensuring due proc-
ess means giving every party a fair and reasonable opportunity to 
demonstrate the merits of its allegations. So long as the Patent and 
Trademark Office continues to issue patents that have the poten-
tial for impacting the market, there will continue to be business 
disputes over the metes and bounds of the monopolies associated 
with those patents. It is both a privilege and a weighty responsi-
bility to help the parties resolve those disputes, but the court can-
not do so without sufficient resources. Due process, not the num-
bers, is what is driving our request for a fifth judge. 

Thank you for your kind attention. 
[The prepared statement of Judge Robinson appears as a submis-

sion for the record.] 
Chairman COONS. Thank you, Your Honor. 
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Our next witness is Jay Sekulow. Mr. Sekulow is director and 
chief counsel for the American Center for Law and Justice—the 
American Center of Law and Justice. I think I misspoke. In that 
role, Mr. Sekulow has argued a number of high-profile appellate 
cases before various courts of appeal and the U.S. Supreme Court. 
Some of his more recent advocacy includes litigation in the D.C. 
Circuit concerning the Affordable Care Act and President Obama’s 
recess appointments of Commissioners to the NLRB. Mr. Sekulow 
is an author and frequent blogger and hosts the syndicated daily 
radio show ‘‘Jay Sekulow Live.’’ 

Mr. Sekulow, please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF JAY ALAN SEKULOW, CHIEF COUNSEL, 
AMERICAN CENTER FOR LAW AND JUSTICE, WASHINGTON, DC 

Mr. SEKULOW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Chairman Coons, 
Ranking Member Sessions, it is a privilege to be before you today 
on behalf of the American Center for Law and Justice. Thank you 
very much for the opportunity to allow me to address the Federal 
Judgeship Act of 2013. 

As an officer of the court for more than 30 years and as someone 
who has litigated, as you mentioned, Senator Coons, 12 cases be-
fore the Supreme Court of the United States—I have also pre-
sented arguments before the International Criminal Court in The 
Hague—I have a deep respect for our federal judiciary, and I am 
honored to be before you today to share my views about how to best 
preserve what I have seen in my global practice to be the greatest 
legal system in the world. 

Many of my comments today reflect the views contained in a 
memo that we at the American Center for Law and Justice re-
leased in 2009 when Senator Leahy introduced the Federal Judge-
ship Act of 2009. I have submitted a copy of that and request that 
it be part of the record. 

Chairman COONS. Without objection. 
[The information referred to appears as a submission for the 

record.] 
Mr. SEKULOW. While the bill before us today varies slightly from 

that regarding numbers, I think it is important to point out that 
there is no question in our view that Congress has a duty to ensure 
the existence of a federal judiciary that is properly equipped to 
handle the caseload that is expected of it. And it sounds like, from 
the previous testimony, patent law must be the area to go into 
these days. This includes an obligation to ensure the proper num-
ber of judges, adequate funding, and as much independence of the 
judiciary from political influence as is reasonably possible. 

With these criteria in mind, the ACLJ agrees with members of 
this Subcommittee on both sides of the aisle that Congress should 
create new judgeships when there is a clear and demonstrable need 
for them. However, even when there is justification for incurring 
the significant cost that is associated with creating these judge-
ships, it is imperative that Congress do so in a way that vigilantly 
guards the independence of the judiciary. We suggest this Sub-
committee take the following actions as it debates this bill and it 
moves forward. 
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I do want to point out very quickly, though, that when we look 
at the judicial vacancy situation right now—and I will just focus 
for a moment on the emergency vacancies—there are at the district 
court level right now 30 vacancies that are emergencies. Seventeen 
of those vacancies that are emergencies do not even have a nomi-
nee. At the circuit court of appeals, where there are 17 total vacan-
cies, there are seven vacancies that are deemed emergency. Four 
of the seven vacancies that are emergencies do not even have a 
nominee. So there is much to be said for the process in regard to 
nominees as well. 

First and foremost, with regard to the bill, we are concerned that 
the legislation invokes an undue amount of partisan influence into 
the makeup of the federal judiciary. This concern, in our view, is 
triggered by both the fact that there is not a delay in the effective 
date of the legislation and the structure of the temporary judge-
ships that are created under this Act. 

Regarding the effective date, the ACLJ believes as a matter of 
sound principle that all new judgeships should come into effect 
after the next Presidential election, be it Republican or Democrat. 
That removes any taint or hint of partisan nature in this process. 
It also reduces the appearance to some that it is an effort to pack 
the courts. And that has been a comment that we have received 
from a number of people. 

Regarding the temporary judgeships created by this Act, the cur-
rent construct of the legislation does not actually create temporary 
judgeships but, rather, creates several permanent judgeships to be 
filled by the current President, and then subsequently eliminates 
the authority of a future President to fill the vacancy on that same 
court until sometime in the future. Again, similar to our concerns 
about the effective date, this construct injects, in our view, too 
much partisan influence into the process and should be modified to 
preserve the integrity of the judiciary and retain a proper amount 
of separation for members of this Subcommittee and the Senate as 
a whole. 

Next, while I indicated that the ACLJ does support the creation 
of new judgeships when there is a clear and demonstrable need, it 
is important that we do not fall prey to the suggestion that more 
is better or bigger is better. There is a high cost associated with 
every new judgeship. The estimates I have seen run—and I think 
Senator Sessions said this—approximately $1.1 million a year for 
every new judge. There have been published reports that new 
judges are initially, of course, less productive than their more sen-
ior peers. That being said, this is a $1 billion bill. As stewards of 
the American taxpayers’ dollars, Congress must give this cost care-
ful consideration. 

Further, in our view, there is a strong case to be made that it 
is often more effective to provide existing judges with additional re-
sources than it is to create new judgeships. In many cases, this 
produces better results at a lower cost. Although we are perfectly 
understanding and appreciative of the Committee’s concern about 
following through with where there is real need for new judges, 
new judges should be moved through the process. 

Finally, in our view, it is prudent to consider that an ever-ex-
panding court can lead to instability in the law. This occurs when 
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you have these jumbo courts or these super tribunals as you see 
in the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. Again, more is not always 
better: and while Congress has an obligation to ensure that enough 
judgeships exist and that they have proper resources, it also has 
an obligation to weigh the cost and to help the courts operate effec-
tively. 

In conclusion, the ACLJ thanks this Subcommittee for its dedica-
tion to our judiciary and requests that careful consideration be 
given to these concerns in order to ensure that our taxpayer dollars 
are spent carefully and in order to preserve the independent judici-
ary that all of us are rightly proud of. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Sessions. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sekulow appears as a submission 

for the record.] 
Chairman COONS. Thank you, Mr. Sekulow. 
Our final witness today is Michael Reed. Mr. Reed is a partner 

in the Philadelphia office of Pepper Hamilton, where he is a mem-
ber of the firm’s corporate restructuring and bankruptcy practice 
group and concentrates in the field of bankruptcy and insolvency. 
Additionally, Mr. Reed chairs the American Bar Association’s 
Standing Committee on Federal Judicial Improvements and is the 
State delegate for Pennsylvania in the ABA House of Delegates. 

Mr. Reed, welcome. Please proceed. 

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL H. REED, CHAIR, STANDING COM-
MITTEE ON FEDERAL JUDICIAL IMPROVEMENTS, AMERICAN 
BAR ASSOCIATION, AND PARTNER, PEPPER HAMILTON, 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 

Mr. REED. Chairman Coons, Ranking Member Sessions, and Sen-
ator Grassley. I thank Chairman Coons for helping me shorten my 
remarks. I am here today at the request of ABA President James 
R. Silkenat to express our support for Senate Bill 1385, the Federal 
Judgeship Act of 2013, which is based on the detailed assessment 
of judgeship needs of the federal judiciary released by the Judicial 
Conference of the United States. We appreciate the Subcommittee 
affording me the opportunity to testify. I am a bankruptcy lawyer, 
and I practice primarily in the federal courts, and I am also a 
former president of my State bar. 

Last month, the American Bar Association’s House of Delegates, 
which establishes policy for the association, unanimously adopted 
a resolution supporting the enactment of comprehensive legislation 
to authorize needed permanent and temporary federal judgeships, 
with particular focus on the federal districts with identified judicial 
emergencies, so that all federal courts may adjudicate all cases in 
a fair, just, and timely manner. 

Accordingly, the American Bar Association thanks you for intro-
ducing Senate Bill 1385 on behalf of the judiciary and applauds 
you for holding this hearing, which will help highlight a growing 
problem that should concern every Member of Congress as much as 
it does the American Bar Association, which is that insufficient re-
sources are diminishing the ability of our federal courts to serve 
the people and deliver timely justice. 

When federal courts do not have sufficient judges to keep up 
with the workload, civil trial dockets take a back seat to criminal 
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dockets due to the Speedy Trial Act. This has real consequences for 
the financial well-being of communities and businesses and the 
personal lives of litigants whose cases must be heard by the federal 
courts, for example, cases involving the constitutionality of a law, 
unfair business practices under federal antitrust laws, patent in-
fringement, police brutality, employment discrimination, and bank-
ruptcy. 

The negative consequences of too few judges have been exacer-
bated by the across-the-board budget cuts mandated by sequestra-
tion this fiscal year. Staff layoffs and furloughs and reductions in 
services and operating hours implemented in courts across the 
country in response to sequestration have made it even more dif-
ficult for courts with too few judges to keep up with caseloads and 
deliver timely justice. 

The combination of too few judges and insufficient funding is cre-
ating a resource crisis for the federal judiciary. In the district 
courts, the number of civil cases pending 3 years or more has risen 
significantly since 1990. While the ABA has long advocated for in-
creased resources for the federal judiciary, the current state of af-
fairs prompted our ABA president to take the unusual step of send-
ing a communication last month to all 390,000 members of the 
American Bar Association to urge them to take action. 

While we are here to support enactment of Senate Bill 1385, 
there are also several steps short of enactment of Senate Bill 1385 
that Congress could take to help the judiciary maintain its excel-
lence and serve the people in a timely and just manner. 

First, Congress should establish new judgeships in the five dis-
trict courts singled out by the Judicial Conference for immediate 
relief: the Eastern District of California, the District of Arizona, the 
Western District of Texas, the Eastern District of Texas, and the 
District of Delaware. 

Second, Congress should convert the eight temporary judgeships 
into permanent judgeships or at least extend their temporary sta-
tus for 10 years or more. Without reauthorization, all eight will 
lapse next year. 

Third, Congress should take steps to assure that the judiciary 
has sufficient resources to handle new responsibilities resulting 
from enactment of legislation that expands federal court jurisdic-
tion or is expected to substantially increase the workload of the 
federal courts. 

Fourth, Congress should make the filling of judicial vacancies a 
priority and work with common purpose to reduce the longstanding 
10-percent vacancy rate. As of September 8, there were 94 vacan-
cies on the courts, 38 of which have been classified as judicial 
emergencies by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. Filling 
these vacancies expeditiously would provide immediate and lasting 
relief to the courts. 

And, finally, fifth, the ABA urges Congress to protect the federal 
judiciary from future deficit reduction and to increase funding for 
Fiscal Year 2014 to the Senate Appropriations Committee’s rec-
ommended funding level of $6.67 billion. 

Finally, I would like to note with regard to the vacancy issues, 
there are presently pending 45 nominations—34 pending in Com-
mittee, 11 pending on the Senate floor. 
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Thank you for the opportunity to express the views of the Amer-
ican Bar Association on issues so central to our mission. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Reed appears as a submission for 
the record.] 

Chairman COONS. Thank you. 
We will now beginning rounds of questioning. Mr. Reed, if I 

might start with you, I certainly agree, as a number of witnesses 
have suggested, that we can and should do more to fill the existing 
vacancies, and I have worked diligently with my colleagues to 
make sure that we are getting nominees both to the White House 
potential candidates and the nominees to the Committee and then 
to the floor. But as you know, we have other challenges in getting 
things moved through the floor. 

Let me step back, Mr. Reed, and ask sort of a most basic ques-
tion. Why should the average citizen care about judicial staffing 
levels? 

Mr. REED. Well, we have three branches of Government, as the 
Senator knows, and the judicial branch performs the important 
function of adjudicating controversies that are within federal juris-
diction. A vital function of Government is the fair and effective and 
timely resolution of disputes—patent disputes, business disputes, 
civil rights disputes, employment discrimination disputes, the wide 
range of disputes that fall within federal jurisdiction. So it matters 
to the public—this is a service that Government provides—and it 
matters to the public when that service is not provided in a timely, 
fair, and effective manner. It is a bread-and-butter issue for the 
public, I think. 

Chairman COONS. I agree, and I hope many of my colleagues will 
agree as well. 

Judge Tymkovich, in the past there have been some challenges, 
some criticism regarding the Conference’s methodology for evalu-
ating a district’s request for additional judgeships. Would you brief-
ly describe the process that the Judicial Conference undertakes 
when gathering data and when compiling its biannual Article III 
judgeship recommendation? 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Thank you, Senator. The process really is a 
comprehensive and exhaustive process. It is something that we do 
every 2 years, and I have been on my committee for 6 years now, 
so this is the third time that we have updated and refreshed our 
recommendations to Congress. 

The process, of course, starts with the courts that assess their 
needs and make a request to the Subcommittee on Judicial Statis-
tics. Those courts look at their case filings, they look at factors in-
ternal to the court, they look at trends and make a request to the 
Committee that a new judgeship be considered. 

The Subcommittee does not take that request at face value. We 
do additional work in analyzing the workload of that court. We look 
at their case filings, their weighted filings, pursuant to our process. 
We look at the assistance those courts have from other jurisdictions 
or within a circuit or within a district. Can judges visit from other 
circuits? What is their allocation of senior judges? Can senior 
judges assist? And what allocation of workload do they undertake? 
What is their use and numbers of magistrate judges that can assist 
the district judges? So we look at those factors on assistance. 
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Then we look at the unusual factors dealing with case complexity 
in a particular district, so in Delaware, they have an extremely 
high weighted caseload because of the complexity of the patent 
cases that they tend to see. So we look at that as a part of the over-
all assessment of whether there is a need for new judgeships. 

Next we look at the geography. Is it a widespread district or, you 
know, a circuit with far-flung offices or divisions? That affects the 
delivery of judges to courthouses within those courts. 

And then, finally, we look at case trends. Has there been a spike 
for some reason that is exogenous to the court? Or does it look like 
there is a trend, either upward or downward, that we should pay 
attention to? 

So the Subcommittee evaluates all those factors and then makes 
a recommendation back to the court whether we agree or disagree 
with their initial recommendation. The court evaluates that at the 
Circuit judicial counsel level, then makes a recommendation back 
to the Subcommittee. That is step four of our process. We then do 
a final review, and we either agree or disagree. And we do dis-
agree. We recommended that positions not be created or positions 
not be filled. This last set of recommendations, for example, had 
three or four additional judgeship requests that were not rec-
ommended by the Conference because the JRC did not approve the 
requests from the courts. 

So, finally, that process goes to the full Judicial Resources Com-
mittee, then it goes to the Judicial Conference for approval, then 
over to Congress. 

Chairman COONS. Are you confident that that methodology takes 
into account both the in-court and out-of-court responsibilities of a 
judge, looks at all the different areas in which judicial focus and 
competence—— 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Yes, it is a holistic overview, and if I could 
comment on the GAO study, the case-weighting methodology is just 
one part of the multi-step process that I have indicated. The GAO 
has made the criticism, as Senator Sessions made, in 2003. Our 
FJC, the Federal Judicial Center, and an academic evaluated our 
methodology, and we respectfully disagree with GAO’s criticism of 
our study. 

In fact, the GAO recommends that we go back to more of a time- 
based study, which we had in an earlier case-weighting method-
ology in the 1990s. Well, we have compared our current method-
ology with the time study, and it turns out that there is really not 
a material difference in the weighted outcomes that are a result of 
those two studies. In fact, the timing study had slightly higher case 
weightings than the current study we use. So we are quite con-
fident that our methodology yields accurate results. 

And I might add, the judiciary is not asking for the creation of 
judgeships in marginal courts. If you look at the recommendations, 
the district courts in our recommendations are way above our 430 
national average. It is in the 600s. So we are not talking about 
marginal courts. We are talking about very busy courts. Only two 
circuit courts have asked for additional judges, and the averages in 
those circuit courts are well over 700 compared to our 500 case fil-
ings per panel per year. So we are talking about busy courts that 
really have a demonstrated need. 
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Chairman COONS. Thank you very much, Your Honor. 
Senator Sessions. 
Senator SESSIONS. Thank you. 
Well, my thought is that the courts are able today to handle 

more cases than they have been able to do in the past and that 
some of those numbers should be changed. I am not sure that you 
should not listen to GAO. We insist that agencies of the Govern-
ment, including the Department of Defense, listen to GAO’s sugges-
tions. And I am not aware that the court has made a formal eval-
uation of their recommendations. 

But, for example, my concern would go to the authorized district 
judgeships according to—well, weighted case filings per authorized 
judgeship was 430; adjusted filings for a three-judge court of ap-
peals panel were 500. They are the same as they were 20 years 
ago. Is that not right, Judge Tymkovich? 

Judge TYMKOVICH. They were modified in the—I think we ad-
justed them in the early 2000s. 

Senator SESSIONS. Where are you now? 
Judge TYMKOVICH. We are at 430 after accounting for additional 

requested judgeships. Previous to that it had been at 400, and the 
Conference made that change in the early 2000s. 

Senator SESSIONS. Not a lot. Looking at the numbers, the court 
of appeals, 10 percent of their cases now, a little over, are immigra-
tion cases, which seem to me rather simple cases compared to a 
complex patent case that has been tried for weeks. Civil appeals 
since 1991 have risen only 8 percent. Criminal cases are up by 33 
percent since 1991. But we have had—that is appeals. And the 
most dramatic increase in civil appeals was prisoner appeals. Those 
have increased by 37 percent. 

But as the law has matured and prisoner appeals in immigration 
cases, it would seem to me that those cases would take a smaller 
percentage of time of the appellate judges, Judge Tymkovich, than 
maybe they did in 1991. 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Well, certainly, Senator, we have had an ex-
plosion in immigration cases. Overall since 1990, our caseload is up 
15,000 cases in the appellate courts, and as I mentioned in my 
statement, we have had no additional circuit court judges. So we 
are doing our best to leverage a substantial increase in caseload 
through some of the techniques I have mentioned. But, you know, 
frankly—— 

Senator SESSIONS. Well, you are doing better. You have got more 
clerks. You have got better—— 

Judge TYMKOVICH. We do. 
Senator SESSIONS [continuing]. Clerks in the clerk’s office. You 

have got more computers. You have got the ability to research 
cases quicker with computer systems than having to pull down 
books and make copies of them as they used to do. So there is a 
lot of progress, which I give the courts credit for. I would just note 
that the Eleventh Circuit has the highest caseload per judge in the 
country, and they do not want any more judges. They are getting 
by, and they work hard, and they are proud of their productivity, 
and other circuits, too. 

Now, with regard to the district courts, Judge Robinson, the 
1,100 cases, giving you the highest caseload in the country, does in-
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clude a factor that gives you credit for the more complex cases. Is 
that correct? And do you think that gives you enough credit? 

Judge ROBINSON. I have no idea whether it does or not because 
these are such complex cases, and it is hard to quantify the con-
templation and the investigation you have to spend, understanding 
the technology in the first instance, before you even get to the legal 
issues that the parties present to you in the second instance. 

Senator SESSIONS. It sounded like that to me, but in addition to 
that, these have huge economic impacts on the country sometimes, 
do they not? 

Judge ROBINSON. They do indeed. 
Senator SESSIONS. You really have to give them a lot of time, and 

they are complex. I just wanted to recognize that. However, I would 
note that Social Security cases, you have—most courts have clerks 
that specialize in that. 

Judge ROBINSON. We do not as a small court, and they are im-
portant cases, and we—— 

Senator SESSIONS. Do you have a habeas specialist? 
Judge ROBINSON. We have one habeas and one pro se clerk who 

does most—— 
Senator SESSIONS. And that is criminal—prisoner appeals, and 

those have increased significantly, even after our reform law. But 
many of those just simply do not meet the legal standards and are 
dismissed promptly because they do not, with or without opinions. 

Judge Tymkovich, my time is running out, but the recent bills 
to add judges have proposed increased filing fees to pay for the new 
judges, to try to stay within budget or not adding to the debt. I 
would just add it still violates the Budget Act and would be subject 
to a budget point of order because you are spending more than we 
agreed to spend. And you are saying, ‘‘But that is okay, I have 
raised taxes.’’ But we really ought to ask the question, if we are 
going to raise taxes or fees, in your case, if we raise fees on crimi-
nal filings, maybe we should spend the money on something else 
rather than just adding judges. 

But does the Judicial Conference support the raising of filing fees 
for additional judgeships to pay for it? 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Senator, that is a really difficult question, 
and we have endorsed the bankruptcy bill, which did increase some 
filing fees. But we have very strong concerns about increasing fees. 
We are really not a revenue-generating branch of Government. We 
only have limited areas where we can do that. So for the most part 
the Conference does not support raising filing fees to solve our 
problem, nor would it be an adequate approach. And I think there 
are collateral consequences to that—the access to the courts and 
the like. 

We do not have the opportunity to cancel programs. Our work-
load is filing driven. We react to the caseload, and we do not have 
a chance to take some other steps that other areas of Government 
do. So, in short, we have very grave concerns about these fees get-
ting too high. 

Senator SESSIONS. Well, I can understand that, and it is a dif-
ficult choice. You do not want to get it so expensive that a person 
cannot have their day in court. 

Will we have a second round? 
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Chairman COONS. Absolutely. 
Judge Robinson, if I might, I would just like to explore a little 

bit further how the District Court of Delaware has been able to 
meet steadily swelling caseloads, which now have hit record levels 
despite flat judicial staffing, and the impact of sequestration, as 
referenced by Mr. Reed and others, on the staff support. I think 
Senator Sessions correctly notes that since 1990 there have been 
significant advances in terms of computer resources, moderniza-
tion, automation, and clerks. But in the last year, sequestration 
has cut back on many of those advantages by reducing staffing 
from underneath judges. 

What have you been doing to deal with the caseload steadily 
going upward since you have gone to the bench? And what are the 
limits on the courts’ ability to adapt as we go forward? 

Judge ROBINSON. Well, I believe the District of Delaware has had 
a reputation dating back to the late 1990s when the patent case-
load started to increase, my colleagues, like Joe Farnan and Rob 
McKelvey, with those, of being innovative in terms of managing our 
complex litigation, including the introduction of time to trials, sepa-
rating or bifurcating issues, and encouraging litigants to choose 
representative claims and defenses. 

We have a small court. We have not yet adopted rules. Therefore, 
we allow the judges to experiment with different case management 
techniques and choose those that are most consistent with their ex-
perience and with their strengths and weaknesses as jurists. 

The only way that I manage to keep up is to have an excellent 
staff, to keep up with the paper and the cases, to prioritize, and 
the real limit is time. Setting a trial date as a trial judge is the 
one thing you can do to keep the parties focused on resolving the 
dispute, through mediation, through motion practice, or ultimately 
through trial. There is almost—I am double and triple booked with 
patent trials through 2015. There is only so much that one—and 
that does not include the incidental other civil trials that will come 
up or the criminal trials I have to accommodate. There is only so 
much time that we have. You can only do that by timing your trials 
and giving the parties limited opportunities to present their case 
through trial. 

So to some extent, despite all the additional technologies we have 
and an excellent staff, there is almost nothing more that I can do 
at this point with respect to getting my cases resolved timely. 

Chairman COONS. Thank you, Your Honor. And in your years of 
service, which are almost exactly the same period since the last 
comprehensive judgeship bill, and during those 23 years the work-
load has steadily increased, and you have seen some very capable 
judges come and go, some of the members of our bench that you 
referenced. 

How do you see the increasing caseload impacting judicial morale 
and the ability of the federal bench to attract the best and bright-
est? And, Judge Tymkovich, I would also welcome your response to 
that. Judge Robinson? 

Judge ROBINSON. My father was a pilot, and I grew up around 
airports, and I see my job as an air traffic controller. And I see an 
unending line of airplanes in the flight pattern waiting for their 
touch-and-go in Delaware on the way to Washington to the Federal 
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Circuit, to tell you the truth. And when you have this complex, bur-
densome process that you do over and over and over again, with 
dwindling resources and certainly nobody patting you on the back, 
the best you can do is get an affirmance by a Federal Circuit, gen-
erally on different reasoning than the ones you have given them, 
it does get—— 

[Laughter.] 
Chairman COONS. Duly noted, Your Honor. 
Judge ROBINSON. Right. It gets difficult to feel as though what 

you are doing makes a difference. And I love my job, but—and I 
almost feel sorry for the judges who are just coming on. At least 
I have grown with this increasing caseload. To be handed it first 
thing has got to be difficult. 

Chairman COONS. As a member of the Committee who also 
chairs confirmation hearings for judicial nominees and has had a 
number of classmates and colleagues now come before this Com-
mittee, I am struck by what I think is their likely trajectory in 
terms of caseload and the financial challenges that every federal 
function faces. 

Judge Tymkovich, if you might briefly just also speak to the chal-
lenges in terms of retaining and recruiting the best and brightest 
of the American Bar to be willing to serve as part of the federal 
bench. 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Senator, it is a great honor to serve as a fed-
eral judge, but as the Chair of a program committee that has budg-
et responsibilities, the last few years have been real challenges. I 
think the federal judiciary has been a leader in cost containment 
efforts. As Judge Gibbons testified, we have avoided costs of close 
to $1 billion by some of the steps we have taken dealing with our 
rent and our personnel costs over the last 3 years. But that cannot 
continue. We are down 1,100 employees since 2011. At the seques-
tration levels, we might have to lay off another 2,100 employees 
out of a 22,000 employee work force over the next couple years. 

So these are serious times, and those issues, that lack of support 
has a real effect on the judiciary. And I think, you know, it is a 
dedicated and really high esprit de corps institution. I am proud of 
my colleagues, but it has become a very difficult time for us. 

Chairman COONS. Well, I am grateful for your public service, 
both of you. I was really moved by Judge Roth’s tireless dedication 
to her work and by how thorough a judge she was and by how at-
tentive she was to every detail. Her mastery of the record really 
was something that encouraged me to go on and consider public 
service. 

Judge TYMKOVICH. She was one of our best. 
Chairman COONS. I just want to thank you both for your testi-

mony today. 
Senator Sessions. 
Senator SESSIONS. I knew Judge Roth, too. She was remarkable. 
Let me ask you this: Mr. Tymkovich, in 2006, the number of ap-

peals filed per circuit fell through 2012. There were 8,024 appeals, 
and in 2012 there were 6,714. That is an over 10-percent decline 
in the number of appeals—excuse me. That is not correct. That is 
one circuit’s numbers. But it does appear, does it not, that you in 
recent years have not seen a significant increase in the number of 
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appeals? Let us see. Well, almost all of these circuits. I am looking 
at—every circuit seems to have had a decline. Every circuit has 
had a decline, I believe I can say with confidence. 

So since 2006, you were getting by in 2006. Why can’t you get 
by today? 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Thank you, Senator. I think I understand the 
gist of the question, and I think it really demonstrates the essen-
tial conservatism of the requests that we make to the Senate. For 
example, 2 years ago, our appellate request was, I think, around 
nine circuit judges. This time it is only six; it is only in two circuits. 
And even the request in the Ninth Circuit is less than it was the 
last go-round. 

We also asked for a temporary judgeship instead of a permanent 
judgeship, recognizing the fact that if there are fluctuations in 
workload, that is one way for the Senate to accommodate that. So 
I think that we have reacted to changing caseloads. 

Senator SESSIONS. Well, the appeals have gone down since 2006, 
it seems quite clear. 

Mr. Sekulow, you raised something and you have said openly 
what a lot of us have thought about but have not really discussed. 
If we add 91 judges, should one President get to appoint all those 
judges? And by putting it past the election, at least the American 
people sort of are on notice that the next President is going to ap-
point a bunch of federal judges. 

Mr. SEKULOW. Senator Sessions, the current plan in the bill basi-
cally doubles the number of vacancies pending before the entire ju-
diciary. Doubles that number. That would authorize the current 
President to increase in this particular bill 91 additional judges. 
And what is interesting that Judge Tymkovich said, three of which 
his committee, the Judicial Committee, did not ask for. That is 
about $3,300,000 worth of expenditures. So to put it into a perspec-
tive of doubling the number of vacancies, in every Presidential elec-
tion, no matter Republican or Democrat, there is always a discus-
sion of the number of vacancies and how many were confirmed: and 
we always compare the confirmation process numbers versus the 
previous administration. And generally, if you look at the history, 
it is running about the same: the percentage of confirmations is 
pretty close. The fact is this doubles—one President doubles— 
under one Presidential administration doubles the number of va-
cancies, which then becomes a political tool as far as percentages 
go: but also, it looks like—I mean, if you were just to talk to the 
American people about this—it looks like court packing. I am not 
saying that is the intent. I am certainly not trying to disparage the 
Committee here or the people who are testifying today. I have tre-
mendous respect for the federal courts and these judges. But the 
number of vacancies doubles under one Presidential administra-
tion. 

There is a way to handle that. It could be staggered. You could 
do it a third, a third, a third, over 12 years. You could put the 
whole thing off for another—— 

Senator SESSIONS. Thank you for sharing that, and we have 
never discussed that, to my knowledge, openly. But I think that is 
a realistic thought. 
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Looking at the district court filings, Judge Robinson, in many 
areas there is a decline. You have an increase in immigration, I 
think as was noted. But many of those cases are handled quickly 
and are not the kind of big trials that a patent case or a bank 
fraud case would be. 

Just looking at the data, in 2007, this area increased. Property 
offenses were 12,208. They went up to 13,340 in 2011. But others 
are different. Embezzlement, 591 in 2007; 552 in 2011—a drop 
there. Fraud cases went up from 7,700 to 9,300. But financial insti-
tution fraud, big cases there were 679 in 2007 and only 570 in 
2012. Social Security cases were 699 in 2007, 527 in 2011. For-
geries and counterfeiting dropped from 868 to 737. Drug offenses 
dropped from 17,194 to 16,109. Firearms cases—I have raised this 
in hearings, and they are always talking about new laws, new 
laws, new laws on firearms. But the basic firearm case prosecu-
tions are down. There were 8,480 cases in 2007, 7,183 in 2012. Ex-
plosives cases, 178 to 160, and it goes on. Overwhelmingly, the 
trend is downward, it seems to me. 

So I guess what I am raising with you and just sharing with you 
is a concern that it does not appear we have had a real increase 
since 2007 in our caseload, appellate or district court. And our re-
sponsibility, therefore, should be to find those districts that are 
particularly burdened and see if we can provide help for them. But 
I am not sure, if we were getting by in 2007, why the judiciary can-
not get by in 2013. I will let you all comment as you will. 

Judge ROBINSON. I have found in my experience that every court 
is different, how they manage their resources and the kind of case-
load they have. It is difficult for me to comment on general statis-
tics when our court is so very different than so many of the courts. 

I go back to the fact that so long as the parties bring to bear 
huge resources in the complex cases and the judiciary’s resources 
remain the same or diminish that we will always be at a disadvan-
tage and we will never be able to process the cases as well as we 
would like to. 

Senator SESSIONS. That is kind of where I am wrestling with the 
numbers, and it is hard to know precisely what to do. But the 
courts are doing better. But mediation—I mean, it is incredible the 
number of—percentage of cases, civil cases, that end in settlements 
without a trial. And I give the judiciary credit for that. And the 
number of guilty pleas that occur in criminal cases is like 98 per-
cent. Very few of the criminal cases are going to trial either. Do 
either of you have the numbers—and trials were higher in 1991. 
The percentage of trials were higher in 1991. And so if you have 
got a multi-week patent case, a multi-week bank fraud case that 
is disposed of by a guilty plea, that is really a relief to a district 
court bench. 

Judge ROBINSON. Settlement and pleas are always welcome. That 
gives you more time to read, and you do not generally take appeals 
from settlements and pleas. So that is always a good thing for a 
trial judge. 

Senator SESSIONS. But judges do have to spend time to help 
bring about settlements. 

Judge ROBINSON. They do indeed, and I go back to the fact that 
setting the trial date in the first place in civil cases is instrumental 
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in keeping the parties focused on the case and trying to resolve it, 
because most parties do not want to go to trial because there are 
risks involved with any trial. And when you have got a full cal-
endar of trials and have to slip in those criminal cases that do go 
to trial—and there are many. I have had more, I think, the last 
couple years than I have had in a while. It just makes it difficult 
to manage. 

Chairman COONS. If I might, Judge Robinson—— 
Senator SESSIONS. Thank you for allowing me to go over. 
Chairman COONS. Certainly, Senator. 
If I might just follow up on that, you made in your opening state-

ment a reference to the fact that in one district there is a 4-year 
delay before civil trials. Is it possible also that one of the reasons 
you are seeing more settlements is because of the enormous delay 
until there is going to be a trial? If there were more judges avail-
able, do you think there might be more time to reflect on particu-
larly complex cases and to reach a more thorough, a more reasoned 
decision? And in your view, does an overburdened docket have un-
intended consequences that hurt litigants? Just a general series of 
questions. 

Judge ROBINSON. Well, it is interesting because when you are 
talking about complex civil cases, defense counsel does not want to 
get to trial, plaintiff’s counsel does. So there is always that conflict 
between who is perhaps putting roadblocks in the way to a resolu-
tion. 

I believe that it is important for us as a—it is important for the 
judiciary to move the parties toward resolution. An amicable reso-
lution is always best. But I believe there is great truth in justice 
delayed is justice denied. And when we cannot get to motions that 
are dispositive, if we cannot get the parties to trial, I believe it just 
leads to more mischief and increasing costs, because the parties 
will take up the time doing something that is not really, I think, 
important. 

Chairman COONS. Well, to the opening question I asked Mr. 
Reed, I think the reason the average citizen should be concerned 
about increasingly lengthy delays for the consideration of either 
criminal or civil cases is the reason our federal judicial system ex-
ists is for the resolution of wrongs and for controversies. And when 
they are so delayed, justice is at some risk of being denied. 

Judge Tymkovich, if I might ask just one question. One of the 
concerns I have heard some colleagues raise is that the Judicial 
Conference’s methodology is sort of a one-way ratchet that leads to 
continually increasing staffing levels in busy courts, while courts 
with decreasing caseloads are allowed to remain at constant levels. 
Is there any process that aligns incentives in a way that would ac-
tually lead to more rigorously examining districts and circuits 
where federal resources might be conserved through either the 
elimination or the realignment of unneeded judges? 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Thank you, Senator. Really two comments to 
that. 

The first is that as a part of our process, the Judicial Resources 
Committee really does a rigorous examination of the need for filling 
a particular judgeship or adding to the number of judges in a cir-
cuit. And we have a process within the Judicial Conference where 
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we can recommend to the Conference that a vacant judgeship need 
not be filled because of declining caseloads or circumstances perti-
nent to a particular district. In the last decade, we have had a 
number of recommendations to the Conference that it do so, six 
over the last couple of cycles for our recommendation. 

So we do have a process where we would leave a vacancy unfilled 
and make that recommendation to the Conference and to the Sen-
ate. 

We do not recommend the elimination of judgeships. I think this 
process illustrates how difficult it is to create new judgeships, so 
the position of the Conference is that it is better to leave a judge-
ship unfilled when cases go down rather than have to go through 
the exercise of creating a new district. But we do have a process 
that I think accommodates changing caseloads, and we have been 
sensitive to those districts where there have been declines and 
have addressed it in that way. 

Chairman COONS. Mr. Sekulow, if I might, you advocated for fill-
ing those existing vacancies as a first step for addressing the ongo-
ing needs that have been identified by all of you and in this broad-
er conversation. But delay on the floor remains a problem, and get-
ting agreement by Senators of different parties or the party oppo-
site the President has been a challenge. 

Delay on the floor in the 3 years that I have been a Senator has 
been an abiding and a persistent challenge. What advice would you 
give to Leader Reid if he cannot get a time agreement to move 
nominees who have cleared this Committee, often by an over-
whelmingly positive vote? 

Mr. SEKULOW. I think this is a problem that transcends different 
sessions of the Senate. This has been an ongoing problem, and it 
was a problem under the President when President Bush was in 
office that preceded the same problem with President Clinton. 

I will note that yesterday two district court nominees were con-
firmed by the Senate, last night. So I think the process has to be 
streamlined. We have said this publicly in other venues, in fact, be-
fore Senate committees. I think the problem is the contentious na-
ture of the process itself. I think a lot of this is process issues. I 
think what Judge Tymkovich is dealing with on the court of ap-
peals level, what Judge Robinson is dealing with in her district 
court are process issues. And I think the process issue—the Senate 
is not immune from a process problem. 

That does not mean that it is going to always be smooth sailing. 
There will be nominees who are controversial. But at the end of the 
day, our position has always been the President, when he is elected 
by the American people, has the right to nominate those federal 
judges. That is his right of appointment. Then it is up to the Sen-
ate for advice and consent. That process—and we have said this 
previously—needs to be less cantankerous, to be quite frank. And 
that, as I said, transcends—I am not focusing on one session of the 
Senate. This has been an ongoing problem. I saw it firsthand. 

I would ask this question: Why is it that the Eleventh Circuit 
Court of Appeals, talking about process, has not asked for addi-
tional judges? What is it about their process that has enabled them 
to succeed with a very high workload per judge? And why is it that 
if we have other federal courts, whether it is district courts or 
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courts of appeals, where the docket is a shrinking docket, then 
rather than just preserving judges for preserving judges’ sake—or 
vacancies—or lifetime appointments, why do we not start looking 
at that empirical data to try to get that kind of process? I think 
that affects both the administration of justice, which we are all 
concerned about, as well as finding out the facts. What is the proc-
ess there that is working well? And why isn’t that being imple-
mented in other courts? 

Chairman COONS. A fair question, and Senator Sessions took 
some interest in your testimony, as did I, that you raise a concern 
that the Federal Judgeship Act of 2013 would become effective im-
mediately, that all of the judgeships created would become effective 
immediately rather than either staggering them or having them be-
come effective after the next election. 

Would you have a similar objection to legislation that reduces the 
size of a court immediately upon enactment? 

Mr. SEKULOW. Well, I think, again, staggering it is going to re-
move partisan politics from it. It is not just the timing, which is 
a huge part of it. It is the number. It is 91 judges. There are 91 
vacancies—or 92 vacancies as of last night, and we are talking 
about increasing 91—we are putting 91 additional vacancies on top 
of that. I think that it looks like court packing. I am not trying, 
again, to impugn anybody’s intent. But that is just what it looks 
like. So staggering the process, if, in fact, it is justified to increase 
it, and the country has the budget to do this, I think that solves 
the problem. 

But, again, I think with a lot of this, you have to look at process 
here, Senator. 

Chairman COONS. Thank you, Mr. Sekulow. 
Judge Tymkovich, I am going to give you the last word, if I 

might. First, if you would just speak to the question of timing, you 
know, I rely heavily on the advice of the Judicial Conference be-
cause I view it as a nonpartisan methodology that is detailed and 
thorough and that examines those districts, those circuits that have 
a request, that have a demonstrated need, and it does not simply 
look at filings. It looks at lots of different indicia of where judges 
are straining to meet their caseload in a full and appropriate and 
effective way for legitimate reasons. 

I would be interested also—we spoke at a number of points today 
in this hearing about how patent cases, which are a particularly 
significant portion of the Delaware District Court’s caseload, are 
complex, unusually complex and sort of hard to weight because of 
that. The D.C. Circuit has also been the subject of some discussion. 

My understanding is that the Judicial Conference does not evalu-
ate either the Federal Circuit to which those patent trials are ap-
pealed or the D.C. Circuit because the staffing model applied to 
other courts does not work in some ways. Could you just speak to 
that question as well? 

Judge TYMKOVICH. Thank you, Senator. Several questions there. 
First, as to the timing, the process that the Judicial Resources 

Committee and the Judicial Conference uses is a nonpartisan, bien-
nial process. We do not look at who is President and who is in the 
Senate. What we do is look at aligning our workload and our judge-
ships to that increasing or declining workload. So our process really 
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is independent of any of the political considerations, and we strive 
very hard to maintain that objectivity. Regardless of who the Presi-
dent is, we come forward with what our recommendation is based 
on our workload and our assessment of it. 

As to our case weighting, certainly patent cases are one of our 
five heaviest weighted civil cases. They really garner substantial 
weight in our process. Only some very other complex administra-
tive or death penalty-related matters have that kind of case 
weighting. 

As you indicated in your question, the D.C. Court of Appeals has 
been excluded from the pure numerical standard. We have em-
ployed a different process with that court because of the unique-
ness of their caseload. They have a heavy administrative appeals 
practice. They have something like 40 administrative appeals per 
judgeship panel versus about 28 or fewer in the other court of ap-
peals. So, historically those types of cases have driven a more com-
plex and difficult evaluation. Those cases have multiple parties, 
typically issues of first impression, big records, things that make 
them somewhat outliers to some of the other cases we see in the 
other circuits. Some of those cases are exclusive jurisdiction in the 
D.C. Court. So for that reason, we have excluded them from the 
same process of other circuits. 

I might add they have not asked for a new judgeship in the last 
20-plus years or so. They have lost one to transfer, and their case-
load has been relatively steady the last 10 years or so. So we have 
not seen any reason to re-evaluate that because their caseload is 
about where it was 10 years ago. 

Chairman COONS. Thank you, Your Honor. In my own view, the 
D.C. Circuit and the Federal Circuit work under a particularly 
complex and burdensome caseload not because of the number of 
cases but their complexity, and so unresolved questions about fill-
ing judicial vacancies on those circuits has occupied a fair amount 
of the debate of my colleagues and the members of this Committee. 
So I appreciate your giving us some input on the methodology that 
you use, and I appreciate being reminded that the D.C. Circuit has 
not requested additional judgeships. 

Any further questions, Senator Sessions? 
Senator SESSIONS. Mr. Reed, I just noticed, I have raised twice 

with the FBI Director the failure to prosecute bankruptcy fraud. 
When I was United States Attorney, I felt like that was federal 
court, and the only people in the world were the FBI and the fed-
eral prosecutors to prosecute it. In 2007, there were only 95 bank-
ruptcy fraud cases in America. It dropped to 64 in 2011. But that 
is really not the judge’s fault. That is the fault of the prosecutors 
and the FBI. That is an important court system in America involv-
ing lots of money, and frequently there are abuses that occur, and 
judges do not like to see fraud occur in their court. 

I would note relevant to the vacancies and failures to confirm 
nominees, I think at least half of the vacancies that exist today 
there is no nomination for that vacancy. I think more than half. 
And the amount of time necessary to confirm a judge is consistent 
or shorter than that that occurred in previous times. That is not 
to say we should not move faster. President Obama nominated a 
fine judge from the Northern District of Alabama, and we moved 
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it out of Committee within a week or two, and so it is on the floor 
now and should come up rather soon. So I do not know that—I 
think it is a right—there is a right to be concerned about the slow 
pace in not filling nominees, but I guess the blame goes around. 

And, finally, I did review the number of appeals filed per circuit 
from 2002 through 2012, and I just looked at the 2006 number 
through 2012. Every single circuit has had a decline in filings dur-
ing that time. The Second Circuit, it looks like about a 20-percent 
decline. And I would say, Mr. Tymkovich, the Federal Circuit, we 
are going to be given—providing some information, Mr. Chairman, 
on that. They have often said that our cases are more complex and 
more important. The D.C. Circuit has made the same argument. 
But real examination of those two circuits will show they have a 
very low workload compared to other circuits, and I think both of 
those should give up judgeships and let us send them to places 
overworked like any rational business would do. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. REED. Senator, you had made the point earlier about the im-

provements in technology that have helped the courts become effi-
cient, and my understanding is—I just wanted to make the point 
that my understanding is that one of the perverse consequences of 
the sequestration process is that, in order to move funds around, 
they have had to defer investing in technology and maintaining 
technology with the possible consequence that in the future some 
of those efficiencies will be lost. So I just wanted to make that 
point. 

Senator SESSIONS. A valuable point. 
Chairman COONS. Thank you, Mr. Reed, Mr. Sekulow, Judge 

Robinson, and Judge Tymkovich. As you have observed, sequestra-
tion is having quite negative consequences all across the Federal 
Government. We are finding that although we may be reducing 
spending in the short term, it is having long-term consequences in 
terms of personnel, efficiency of operations, and our ability to exe-
cute on our public responsibilities. The federal judiciary is a whole 
branch of our constitutional order, yet we spend less than 1 percent 
of the total federal budget on its operation. And as Judge 
Tymkovich observed at the outset, you do not control your caseload. 
You are the branch that responds to actions taken, enforcement ac-
tions by federal law enforcement, plaintiffs who come to you. You 
are not in control of the filings, and our challenge is to work I 
think responsibly with you to find a path forward that allows us 
to fill the vacancies that we have, to ensure that judgeships are 
created in those districts and circuits that are burdened, and to re-
view closely those where there might be some need for realignment. 
But in my view, this needs to be done in a nonpartisan way and 
in a way that continues to sustain the American judicial system as 
literally the world leader, the gold standard for the adjudication of 
conflicts. 

If there are no more questions, I would like to thank all four of 
our witnesses on behalf of the Subcommittee on Bankruptcy and 
the Courts for your testimony and to thank the many interested 
stakeholders who have submitted testimony for the record. 

With that, this hearing—excuse me. I will leave the record open 
for 1 week for members who were not able to join us today and who 
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may wish to submit additional testimony on the topic, and I look 
forward to continuing to work with my colleagues to resolve the 
issues raised today. 

With that, we are hereby adjourned. Thank you. 
[Whereupon, at 11:58 a.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.] 
[Questions and answers and submissions for the record follow.] 
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